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Yoga is for every body, including yours!For years, yoga books have asked readers to bend over
backward (literally!) to conform to their physical demands. It's time for the opposite-for readers to
demand that yoga conform to their individual needs. It's time for a yoga book to reflect the
broader population that would benefit from a yoga practice geared toward them. It's time for
Yoga for Everyone!This book offers yoga for every type of body: those who are big, small,
elderly, pregnant, or of various physical abilities-everyone. No matter who you are or what you
look like or what your abilities are, you can do all 50 poses in this book. The variations to classic
poses in this book will also allow you to perform all 10 sequences, which combine different
poses into one singular experience and focus on specific physical and mental benefits.So forget
what you've heard. Yoga isn't just for the privileged few. It's meant to be enjoyed by everybody
and every body. Yes, you can do yoga-and Yoga for Everyone will show you
how!---------------------------------"Dianne is a wonderful teacher with a voice and a message that's
absolutely needed not only in the yoga community but also in the world. I'd go as far as to say
that this book is the most important yoga book released this year. This book smashes the myth
of the thin, able-bodied yogi and provides a safe introduction to the art of yoga in a way that's
accessible to all. Yoga is for everyone!"- Rachel Brathen, author of Yoga Girl"Dianne Bondy is
truly a leader in the yoga world. Her unwavering commitment to accessibility and inclusiveness
is demonstrated perfectly in her new book, Yoga for Everyone. This is a great book for yoga
teachers and yoga students of all levels. If you're intimated by the conventional imagery of yoga,
if you think yoga isn't for you, or if you're a teacher looking for tools to make the practice
approachable for everyone, this book will be a valuable tool. Yoga is an ancient science of the
soul, and Dianne's work aims to bring these universal teachings to different kinds of folks with
the heart and wisdom that's a vital part of her contribution to the world."- Kino MacGregor, yoga
instructor"Dianne is a force, a personal inspiration, and someone who knows her power and
uses it to uplift others. Western yoga and wellness spaces are severely lacking safety and
inclusion. Oftentimes, walking into those spaces can feel more marginalizing than healing.
Dianne's book is full of resources anybody can use-teacher or student-to create an accessible
and welcoming space. The visual representation of diverse bodies and abilities provides a
needed reminder that yoga in indeed for all of us. Thank you, Dianne!"- Dana Falsetti, yoga
instructor

About the AuthorDavid Bradley is a smoker who doesn't smoke anymore. He has not smoked
since 2002 and has no intention of picking the habit back up. He has spent the last several years
practicing being in the now. He is also the son of a Marriage Family Therapist, student of human
behavior, Russian Kettlebell Instructor, former stooge and all around man of the world. David is



the owner of The Pura Vida Company a wellness company founded on the principle of strong
body to strong mind to strong spirit. He speaks straight and from the heart. Note from the author:
Special thanks go out to my father, Vernon R. Bradley, cousin Chris McCarthy for their editing
and valuable input. My cousin, Jacob Byers for keeping me mostly sane through out the years.
Finally I'd like to thank my loving wife for all her encouragement and support. --This text refers to
an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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6 FOREWORD I remember the first time I stepped into a yoga class. I sat in my car until I was
almost late for class. My heart was racing as I unrolled a mat in the back corner of the class. I
didn’t know the first thing about yoga. But I was pretty sure that people like me didn’t belong in a
yoga studio. You see, I’m plus-sized. A person in a bigger body. Round. Fat. (You can pick the
word you like.) This big body has always been my “yoga body.” Yoga marketing and the covers of
magazines had taught me that only thin, wealthy, hyperflexible, white women practiced yoga,
and so there I was in my fat, awkward, tattooed body and my decidedly unfashionable workout
clothing, nervous and waiting for class to start. I struggled through that first class, but I felt such a
profound benefit from the internal regulation tools that yoga offered me that I kept coming back.
After each class, my mind was quieter, I was less self-conscious, I felt more grounded in my
body. But that doesn’t mean the physical practice of yoga felt easy to me. When I began
practicing yoga, teachers didn’t know what the heck to do with me. Even though my body wasn’t
making many of the shapes they were asking of it, in most of the classes I went to, I was ignored.
Teachers didn’t offer me modifications, variations on poses, or ways to personalize my practice.
Sometimes, teachers would tell me to “use a prop if I needed one,” but I was clueless about what
to do with props. Looking back now, being ignored for a few years of my practice was a gift
because it meant I had to be creative and have agency when it came to my practice. Back then,



there weren’t online videos telling you how to modify poses. There weren’t yogis who looked like
me with hundreds of thousands of followers on Instagram. And in class, no one was telling me
why I couldn’t step my foot forward between my hands to get from Downward Dog into Lunge or
how to get there in a different way, so I had to figure it out myself. Back then, I’d have given
anything for a book like this—or a teacher like Dianne. She’s a masterful

Photo by Andrea Killamteacher and has an intuitive understanding of what folks’ bodies are
capable of. That’s why she’s the perfect person to write Yoga for Everyone. Each pose in this
book shows several different ways to personalize and adapt the traditional expression of a
posture. This gives folks in many different body types — people of all shapes, sizes, and abilities
— the opportunity to receive the benefits of each pose, even if they don’t look like someone on
the cover of a yoga magazine. Yoga for Everyone shows representations of what the human
beings who practice yoga actually look like. Contrary to what media images would have you
believe, yoga isn’t just for thin, wealthy, flexible, white women. Wellness belongs to all of us.
Wellness is our birthright. Flipping through these pages, you’ll surely see someone you can
identify with and you’ll definitely find a version of each yoga pose that can work for your unique
human body. Dianne’s teachings will give you agency to personalize your practice. You don’t
need to change who you are or hope for some magical day whenyour body is thinner, younger,
fitter, or more flexible. In the words of Arthur Ashe: “Start where you are. Use what you have. Do
what you can.” Learning to personalize my yoga practice all those years ago helped me make
peace with my body. I became more physically fluent—and that changed everything. Mindful
movement made me more certain of myself. My body got stronger. I learned to move with
intention. And I also made friends with my mind. My yoga practice helped me feel sure—helped
me know in my bones—that my body was a powerful, good, and safe place to be. Yoga for
Everyone can also help you learn that. Your body is powerful, good, and a safe place to be —
just as it is today.AMBER KARNES Founder, Body Positive Yoga bodypositiveyoga.com

9 Yes, You Can Do Yoga! I began practicing yoga when I was a young girl. My mother practiced
yoga as a way to cope with the stress of being a new mom in a new place. We practiced together
at home and it became a special moment for us. Yoga is one of the greatest gifts my mother
gave to me. Yoga taught me courage, compassion, connection—and how to do a handstand.
Over the course of my life, I’ve practiced, studied, and taught many different styles of yoga. As a
woman of color in a more substantial body, I often felt like I didn’t belong in the practice. My body
didn’t move the same way as smaller bodies, and because of this, I had a number of physical
and emotional challenges in public classes. I didn’t move as quickly as others. Yoga began to
feel like an exclusionary club for the wealthy, thin, flexible, or able-bodied. No one looked like me
or moved like me—and I felt left out. As I struggled to learn yoga poses, I began to understand
that not all bodies move in the same way. Poses look different in different bodies and we need to
make space for this. Poses like the Warrior series, Downward Dog, and Tree all take on a



different shape and orientation in different-sized bodies. We must allow for the individualization
of each pose to accommodate different abilities. It thus became my passion to share what I’ve
learned during my 25 years of teaching yoga and movement to bodies of all shapes, sizes, and
levels of ability. This book intends to provide you with the tools you need to begin a customized
yoga practice with adaptations that work for your body. You’ll find the basic movements for many
classic yoga poses as well as a variety of accessible variations. While this book can help you
develop a sustainable at-home practice, it’s also beneficial to visit a public yoga class. Practicing
with others can provide a great sense of community. And this book can help you develop the
confidence to practice in a public setting regardless of whether the other students look or move
like you do. My hope for you is that this book provides you with the tools you need to adapt your
practice to your body—no matter where you practice. Most of all, I hope it inspires you to be kind
and gentle with your body. It’s my belief that a yoga practice can be a catalyst for positive and
lasting change. I wish you the gifts of self-awareness and compassion and the realization that
you’re more than enough—just as you are. I dedicate this book to anyone who has felt left out or
felt marginalized by this practice. Yoga is for you. You can do this. Let me show you how.DIANNE
BONDY

Who is Dianne Bondy? I’m passionate, hardworking, generous, funny, kind, grateful, and
sometimes reactive. I’m a person who knows my own mind and worth. I’ve been practicing yoga
for most of my life and teaching exercise and movement for almost 30 years. I’m smart, strong,
focused, compassionate, and educated. I’m a woman who lives in a world where I always have
to prove myself. This chore has made me strong, opinionated, and focused on creating a fair and
just society for all. I’m so grateful and happy that this book is really happening. Representation
matters. What has yoga brought to your life? Yoga has taught me how to make peace with my
body. Yoga has taught me contentment, focus, empathy, and compassion. My first experience
with a public yoga class was disappointing, which

11FAVORITE POSE TRIANGLE MOST CHALLENGING POSE LOW PLANK OCCUPATION
YOGA INSTRUCTOR AND BODY POSITIVITY ADVOCATE inspired me to open my own space.
I attempt to do a 15-minute meditation and yoga practice every day. I use my yoga to navigate
the world with peace, kindness, and passion. I love how yoga slows down time. Yoga helps me
deal with stress and makes me more aware. I also love the peace of mind and the challenge to
my body, and I love feeling a sense of peace and gratitude through movement. What advice do
you have for potential yoga practitioners? Start with a beginner in a safe and comfortable
environment, like a community center or an online source. Find a teacher who knows how to
work with your body and take a chance. I think seeing people that look like you doing yoga will
inspire people to try. Seeing all kinds of bodies as yoga bodies is so important.

CHAPTER 1 Yoga Basics This chapter can help kick-start your yoga practice, highlighting the



benefits of yoga, breathing techniques, equipment you need, how to set up your own yoga
space, and how to navigate the rest of this book.

MAKING YOGA ACCESSIBLE— FOR EVERYONE Yoga is for every body. No matter who you
are or what you look like or what your abilities are, you can do yoga. This book shows you how to
practice and enjoy yoga—and the journey begins with discovering how yoga can benefit you
every day.

15“Yoga is the journey of the self, through the self, to the self.” — EXCERPT FROM BHAGAVAD
GITA Create variations and adaptations One great reason to appreciate yoga is that any pose
can be adapted and varied to suit your needs. Even the most vigorous- and rigorous-looking
poses can be tamed to fit your ability. Every pose in this book has at least two variations, giving
you a chance to practice poses that might have felt intimidating before. In this way, yoga
conforms to you and your needs—and you won’t have to skip any poses. You’ll develop the
confidence to take what you gain from your yoga practice off the mat and into the world around
you. Increase physical health More and more people have begun to discover the powerful
influence yoga can have on their bodies. When you practice a pose, you’re stretching muscles,
helping you strengthen weak areas, further develop strong areas, and potentially prevent
injuries. Yoga is also a helpful tool for an aging body. As you get older, your balance, focus, and
flexibility begin to diminish. Yoga can help keep you mobile by improving circulation and stability,
managing blood pressure, and reducing the risk of heart disease. Relieve stress and pain Most
people come to yoga to relieve back pain, increase flexibility, reduce stress, or improve physical
and mental health. People often begin a yoga practice simply as another form of movement or
exercise, but over time, the practice evolves into a journey of self-exploration. Yoga offers a
unique connection between the mind and the spirit. A regular yoga practice can elevate your
understanding of self-actualization. Develop mental acuity Yoga depends as much on your
breathing as anything physical. Proper breathing can turn a simple exercise regime into a
mindful and transformative experience that leads to greater self-awareness. The philosophies
behind yoga can foster body positivity by helping you realize that you’re enough. The central
tenets of yoga include nonviolence, contentment, gratitude, and self-study. When you practice
these actions, you can start to reduce negative self-chatter and allow yourself to believe how
amazing you are. Appreciate your body When you apply kindness and compassion to how you
move and connect with your body, you can begin to cultivate self-acceptance. Yoga actually
invites you to expand your understanding of your body’s natural limits, allowing you to make
peace with your body as you move on your mat. Yes, negative body image is an invasive issue in
Western culture, and social and economic landscapes profit from body dissatisfaction. You’re fed
a daily stream of unrealistic images of how your body should look and perform, and this creates
many issues that directly affect your mental and physical health. But when you practice yoga
often, you and your body develop power and influence over your everyday life.



CREATING YOUR PRACTICE If you’re new to yoga, please know this: You can practice
anywhere. If you can’t make it to a yoga studio or would prefer to practice in private, setting up a
home practice gives you the freedom to practice for as long or as short as desired. This is also a
great way to keep your practice consistent and sustainable. Because yoga is meant to help
reduce stress and create peace of mind, try these suggestions to help you cultivate your
practice. Make time Your yoga practice doesn’t need to be 90 minutes long every single day. You
can start small, doing a pose or two a day, and work toward performing more when you’re ready.
You don’t even need to perform yoga during a single period of time. If you incorporate moments
of yoga and meditation throughout your day, you’ll find opportunities to practice when you least
expect them—and you’ll be more willing to practice more often. Set an intention If you’re looking
to make your yoga practice a regular part of your everyday life, start by setting an intention to get
moving! Setting an intention is essentially a built-in measure of accountability. Your intention acts
as motivation—the “why” behind your actions. It’s up to you to work toward that goal. Create a
space You don’t need a lot of space in which to perform yoga. All you really need is enough room
for your yoga mat, any props, and your body. One way to make your practice consistent is to
choose a convenient spot you walk by every day. You can even place yoga mats in several
strategic spots in your dwelling, greatly increasing the likelihood you’ll perform yoga every day.

17“The success of yoga does not lie in the ability to perform postures but in how it positively
changes the way we live our life and our relationships.” — T. K. V. DESIKACHAR, YOGA
TEACHERPractice what you love You don’t have to practice all the poses and sequences in this
book. Find ones you think you’ll enjoy and practice them when you feel like it. In time, you might
decide to try poses that initially intimidated you. Make yoga your oasis away from stress and
obligation. Create a fun playlist and set aside some time to move your body in all directions.
Most importantly, don’t beat yourself up if you don’t practice for several days, weeks, or months.
When you do return to your practice, start slowly again, doing only what feels right to you, and
you’ll find you haven’t missed a step.Find your practice This book can help you discover how
yoga works for you and which poses work for you. You might find that a variation for stability
works well with one pose but not for another or that a variation to help with your challenges with
mobility doesn’t work for you. In these cases, make your own modifications as needed—or just
forego a pose, variation, or sequence entirely. Listen to your body and pay attention to how it
reacts. You can always revisit a skipped pose in the future. Because yoga is for every body—and
that means you!—change your practice to make it what you need it to be for you.

BREATHING TECHNIQUES Practicing pranayama—the Sanskrit word for breath control—can
help you balance your energy, calm your nervous system, and encourage a meditative state.
There are three main types of breathing techniques you can explore in your yoga practice —and
each one has a different purpose.Nadi shodhana pranayama Nadi shodhana—also known as
the alternate nostril breath—is a technique you can perform before or after practicing yoga. It



brings balance to both sides of your body, helping reduce stress and anxiety, lower your heart
rate and blood pressure, relieve tension, and revitalize a tired mind and body. Using the above
photos as guides, follow these steps to perform nadi shodhana: 1. Sit on the mat or on a
meditation cushion in a comfortable cross-legged position, with your hands resting on your
thighs or relaxed at your sides. 2. Bend the index and middle fingers of your right hand toward
your right palm and press your right thumb against your right nostril to seal it.3. Deeply inhale
through your left nostril. 4. Seal off your left nostril with your right ring finger and release your
right nostril. 5. Deeply exhale through your right nostril. 6. Deeply inhale through your right nostril.
7. Seal off your right nostril with your right thumb and release your left nostril. 8. Deeply exhale
through your left nostril. This completes one round of breathing. Repeat these steps for 1 minute
or for as long as desired. Ujjayi pranayama Ujjayi—also known as victory breath or ocean breath
—is the most common breathing technique used during a yoga practice. It can add texture and

19“Master your breath, let the self be in bliss, contemplate on the sublime within you.” —
TIRUMALAI KRISHNAMACHARYA, YOGA TEACHERdimension to your breathing pattern, and
it heats the body from within and draws life energy upward. Follow these steps to perform ujjayi
during the poses in this book: 1. With your mouth closed, inhale a long breath through your nose,
gently constrict the back of your throat, and make a subtle haaah or ahhhh sound. 2. Continue to
keep your mouth closed as you exhale a long breath through your nose, continuing to constrict
the back of your throat. 3. Repeat these steps throughout each pose. Sama vritti pranayama
Sama vritti—also known as square breathing—is an excellent technique for helping relieve
stress andreduce anxiety. This method helps refocus your thoughts and bring peace of mind and
calm to your entire body. Because of its simplicity, this technique also helps create more space
for relaxation in a busy schedule. You can perform this before, during, or after a yoga practice.
Follow these steps to perform sama vritti: 1. Deeply inhale for a count of 4 and hold this
inhalation for another count of 4. As you inhale, imagine your breath following each side of a
square. 2. Deeply exhale for a count of 4 and hold this exhalation for another count of 4. As you
exhale, imagine your breath following each side of a square. 3. Repeat these steps for as long as
desired or repeat these steps throughout each pose.
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Mr. Ski, “Yoga vs. Stretching. Had a unique experience with two months of Yoga classes one-on-
one with the instructor. Long story. Bottom line is that I never got into the spiritual aspects of
Yoga, rather I experience it as a stretching experience. When the class ended I wanted to
continue the poses on my own and we chose this book. Excellent!! Between the pictures and
the text both the how and way of each pose is detailed. And, alternatives are provided should
the "real thing" not work for the reader. Hey, I'm in my late seventies and those effective but less
challenging poses are terrific. Many of the Yoga books we reviewed were primarily text. They
were like describing a color.  Need visuals and this book has them.  Highly recommended.”

LauraRose, “Beautiful Easy To Ready Book to Help You Ease Into Yoga. Awesome photography.
Not overwhelming; just a few clear, thoughtful ideas for versions of a good selection of
“standard” poses. Many even include options modeled by a yogi using a wheelchair. I hope it’s
ok that I put some inside pictures here (I tried to make them not very good so folks still have to
buy the book! ;) The best part is each model yogi comes with their own personal biography so
you know they are all just regular people like you!”

Ysraelia, “Inspiration in the face of challenge!. As a fuller figured woman with physical limitations,
this book is much needed for anyone who practices or is even just curious about yoga. Contains
beautiful photos to demonstrate modifications. Seeing Dianne in a commercial a few years ago
not only inspired me to try yoga for the first time, but her passion for making yoga accessible for
all has now inspired me to teach. Her book has given me great ideas for my teacher-training
practicum, my own personal practice, and how to help others achieve their own personal asana
goals. I LOVE this book!”

Kymberly Goins, “So inclusive!. Happy to see such an inclusive yoga story here. It brings home
the message that Yoga IS for everyone. I love it. I got it on my lunch break and don't even want
to put it down. Very informative about modifications with written explanation and photos. Seeing
how different bodies look in the poses is wonderful instruction for me as a teacher. I did a retreat
with Dianne two years ago and she is the most empowering instructor I've ever studied from - so
I'm glad she brought her practice to a book. Definitely feel it is a necessary tool for all of us
teachers and a good tool for students as well.”

Victoria Hibbert, “Great Book for Yoga Teachers too. The layout of this book is what really sets it
apart. It features 8 different models with a wide range of body types. Each post is shown how it
is "usually" taught and then photos are shown of different models doing modified versions of that
pose. It would be a great book for any yogi or a teacher looking to make their yoga class more
accessible.”



Kelly Petersen, “Beautiful and inclusive!. In recent years yoga has been marketed as an activity
for young, thin, privileged, white women, so when anyone outside that mold looked at yoga, it
seemed like it wasn't meant for us. It feels like the tide is turning and people are actively seeking
out diverse voices. Dianne Bondy has been doing this work for a long time, long before it
became trendy, and she knows what she's talking about. This book is beautiful, easy to follow,
and I think everyone can find parts of themselves reflected in the yogis who were photographed.
If you're at all uneasy or unsure of where to start with yoga, or wondering if there's a place for
you in yoga, start here!”

SunnyTimesinSeattle-St.Louis, “Amazing photos - Powerful book - Truly a gift. This book is full of
amazing photos of people who are all kinds of abled. The images and the stories clearly show
that yoga is for everyone and not just those who are already fit, flexible, furiously devoted to
their practice.There is room for everyone in yoga. One of the beauties of this books is that it has
photos of real people doing real yoga. I find this much more accessible and inspirational than
line drawings because after all, it is easy to twist a line drawing into a pose but not so easy to
twist a person into a pose.”

MamaJane, “An inspirational addition to your yoga library. If you have tried yoga and found it too
hard; if you feel that yoga is only for the young, slim and fit, then this is a most valuable book. I
don't think it is enough by itself to inform your yoga practice - it would be best to also have a
book which goes into more detail about the alignment of each pose. But it is a fantastic resource
for showing ways in which the essence of the pose can be practiced, with variations for different
body types and needs for support. I felt this book was perhaps more inspirational than
instructive. For example, it will be suggested that a block be placed between the thighs in locust
pose but no explanation is given of what that does and why it helps. Such explanations would
perhaps hinder the broad sweep of the book. I certainly felt encouraged by seeing what is
achievable by students who don't fit the thin and bendy profile!”

Leanne, “Brilliant for beginners. Really helpful for yoga beginners or people that arent so flexible.
Gives details and pictures of many poses and variations in case you cant do them. Bright photos
and everything you need to know about getting set up in the introduction.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Your body, your yoga - a really useful guide. Wonderful inclusive book for
teachers or a beginner to yoga. I am training to be a yoga teacher and I have completed
Accessible Yoga training and this book still showed me a few alternatives to make yoga more
accessible. Wonderful photos with at least 3 variations on the asana/posture.I would
recommend to anyone wanting to learn more about making yoga for all.”

ROAD.K, “Fantastic Book. This book is worth every penny. It has helped me become fitter and so
much more flexible. Thank you”



steve e, “Easy to use - good quality pictures. Allows anybody to enjoy yoga whatever your size or
disability”

The book by Dianne Bondy has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 790 people have provided feedback.
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